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Executive Summary
Arcadia is a platform that helps its members manage their 
utility bills and allows them to support renewable energy 
without switching utility providers or installing solar 
panels. Arcadia has more than 400,000 customers across 
50 states. Some entities with whom Arcadia interacts 
have asked whether or how Arcadia’s platform provides 
services in a manner that ensures the security and privacy 
of customer information and data. This paper explains the 
robust and cutting-edge measures that Arcadia employs 
to protect the security of its customers’ data. 

In addition, while utilities across the United States have 
adopted platforms to enable data sharing with third 
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parties (including Green Button), those platforms can now 
be modernized and streamlined to match developments 
in financial services, thereby reducing transaction costs 
and further unlocking opportunities for innovation and 
creation of customer and utility value. This paper explores 
ways in which today’s utility data-sharing platforms can 
be enhanced while maintaining strong customer data 
privacy and protection. Arcadia would welcome the 
opportunity to collaborate with utilities as they consider 
such enhancements.

The technological concepts Arcadia uses to connect 
consumers’ utility accounts to its platform are relatively 
new in the energy utility space, but have been used 
for decades to access sensitive financial account 
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information. More recently, financial data access 
platforms have facilitated a virtual explosion of financial 
technology applications in the United States and, 
increasingly, around the globe.

There is now broad consensus among policymakers 
and financial regulators that consumers should have 
control over who can access and use their financial 
account information. While technical challenges and 
disagreements among stakeholders remain, there is 
growing consensus globally on both the benefits of 
consumer-permissioned data access and the principles 
that should inform the governing regulatory framework. 
The core objective is consumer control, which in turn is 
underpinned by three core principles:

• Consumers should have the right to access 
data about them and their activity, and to 
grant permission to third parties to access 
such data and facilitate account activity on 
the customers’ behalf.

• Such access should be predicated on 
informed consent, and the use of data should 
follow relevant privacy-related standards, 
including data minimization and limitations 
on the uses of data.

• Access methods and data recipients should 
meet appropriate standards for data security.

Arcadia puts these principles into action, adhering to 
industry best practices as they have been developed in 
financial services. Arcadia acts as an agent on behalf of 
its customers, establishing a direct relationship with those 
customers and operating on the basis of their affirmative 
consent; protects its customers’ data; and ceases 
collecting data when customers close their accounts.

Arcadia sees an opportunity to improve the experience of 
energy utility customers by affording customers greater 
control over their account information and enabling 
them to use complementary third-party services such 
as Arcadia’s. Other countries have begun adopting 
regulatory mandates for utility information sharing. 
Arcadia believes there is an opportunity to shape 
standards that will support innovation by collaborating 
with energy utilities in service of their mutual customers. 

Who is Arcadia, Inc.?
Founded in 2014, Arcadia is a platform that helps its 
members manage their utility bills and allows them 
to support renewable energy without switching utility 
providers or installing solar panels. Arcadia is not a 
utility and does not provide power directly. Rather, 
Arcadia connects its members to a range of energy and 
home services, including renewable energy certificates 
(RECs), virtual power purchase agreements, wholesale 
power brokerage, and smart home “internet of things” 
(IoT) applications.

Arcadia provides members a single bill each month that 
consolidates the user’s local distribution utility charges 
with energy services.

Arcadia’s Technology: Borrowing a 
Page from Financial Services
In recent years, companies such as Arcadia, Urjanet, 
and UtilityAPI have used consumer-permissioned data 
access to develop services that help utility customers 
access complementary services using their utility 
account information.

Arcadia’s technology enables utility customers to 
access the Arcadia platform, and Arcadia’s services, 
by electronically linking their utility accounts. Arcadia 
requests and securely stores consumers’ credentials 
for accessing their utility accounts online. Arcadia uses 
those credentials to securely access the accounts and 
retrieve information necessary to provide the Arcadia 
services — primarily billing and usage data. Arcadia 
also uses the credentials to manage certain elements of 
the customer’s utility service, such as selecting a more 
affordable rate plan for the customer.

The technology Arcadia has built to connect consumers’ 
utility accounts to its platform is new in the energy utility 
space. But consumer-permissioned account access 
generally, and the use of account credentials to enable 
it, are not recent inventions. In fact, similar methods 
have been used in financial services since the dawn of 
internet banking and online brokerage more than 20 
years ago.
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The first use case for digitally connecting to a financial 
account was to aggregate information from multiple 
brokerage or retirement accounts. The technical process 
of connecting those accounts thus became known as 
“aggregation” and the firms providing it as “aggregators.” 
Historically, clients had printed out account statements 
and brought them to their financial advisors, often in 
a shoebox. The ability to connect digitally made the 
process easier and permitted real-time updates.

Over time, applications were built to use this aggregated 
view of a customer’s financial accounts to enable 
online budgeting tools, such as Mint.com. But while 
consumers were able to view accounts, they were not 
yet empowered to act. Consumer control over data 
had not yet translated into increased control over their 
financial lives. Following the introduction of smart phones 
with third-party applications, a new wave of “fintech” 
applications was built on consumer-permissioned 
account access, providing consumers with the ability to 
easily send and receive money and automatically save 
and manage their retirement accounts.

Account connectivity has made financial account 
information an entirely new platform upon which to build 
complementary services. By filling a consumer need, 
as Venmo did by making person-to-person payments 
free and nearly instantaneous, third-party developers 
were finding ways to create value for consumers based 
on their existing account information. Consumers have 
jumped at the opportunity. Plaid, an aggregator founded 
in 2013, said in 2019 that more than one-quarter of all 
US consumers have connected one or more accounts 
through its platform, a number that has surely grown 
since then.[1] Plaid alone facilitates more than 2,600 
applications by enabling connections to accounts at more 
than 11,000 financial institutions. And EY estimates that 
75% of all internet-enabled consumers used a fintech 
application to move money in 2019, compared to just 18% 
in 2015.[2]

If you send money using Venmo, link a bank account to 
make or receive PayPal payments, automatically save 
using Acorns, trade stocks for free using Robinhood, 
obtain a mortgage through Rocket Mortgage, or manage 
your retirement through a robo-advisor like Betterment or 
Wealthfront, you are using data aggregation. In fact, if you 
use similar services provided by more traditional players, 
such as Fidelity retirement accounts or mortgages 

backed by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac, you are likely also 
using aggregation. Despite efforts to develop methods 
for account access that do not require the use of login 
credentials (see discussion below), the vast majority of 
data that is accessed by these and other financial services 
applications is still accessed using login credentials. 
Plaid was recently acquired by Visa, and Plaid competitor 
Finicity was acquired by Mastercard, indicating that 
consumer-permissioned account access is a vital and 
mainstream tool for the future of financial services.[3]

NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY

Several different terms may be used to describe 
the ability to link multiple accounts and share 
data between them. For historical reasons, many 
refer to the practice in financial services as data 
or account “aggregation.” Others use the term 
“account connectivity,” while still others refer 
to “open banking,” “open finance,” or “open 
data,” depending on the scope of data being 
shared. The term “screen scraping” is used to 
refer to the practice of reading information on a 
web page and transforming it into a structured 
format. “Application programming interfaces” 
(APIs) refers to a specific technological means 
for software applications to communicate 
and share data. Screen scraping is often used 
to refer to a combined practice of using a 
customer’s login credentials for authentication 
purposes and consuming information directly 
from the customer’s native web interface. 
However, the process of authentication can be 
separated from the process of consuming or 
transferring data.

Some of these terms are used below where the 
specific context makes use of a particular term 
clearer or more precise. However, throughout 
this white paper we generally use the term 
“consumer-permissioned account access” or 
simply “account access.” Our intent is to focus 
attention on the function and be technology- 
and sector-agnostic.
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Emerging Consensus on 
Consumer Control
Consumer-permissioned account access, and the 
applications it powers, has become mainstream in 
financial services. US banks have long been among the 
most active users of consumer-permissioned data[4] and 
are entering into commercial agreements with several 
aggregators.[5] Over decades of experience, going back 
to the late 1990s, financial regulators, policymakers, 
financial institutions, technology providers, and consumer 
advocates have identified and worked to address the key 
technical, legal, and policy issues raised by consumer-
permissioned account access.

While technical challenges and disagreements among 
stakeholders remain, there is growing consensus 
globally on both the benefits of consumer-permissioned 
account access and the principles that should inform the 
governing regulatory framework.

Policymakers and financial regulators around the world 
increasingly agree that consumers should have control 
over who can access and use their financial account 
information. The policy actions taken to advance 
consumer-permissioned data sharing vary across 
jurisdictions, reflecting different underlying policy 
objectives. But the core direction is clear: ensuring both 
consumers and businesses can benefit from the data 
contained in financial accounts.

In the United States, the benefits of consumer-
permissioned data-sharing represent a rare area of 
bipartisan agreement on financial regulation. Richard 
Cordray, the Director of the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau (CFPB) under President Barack Obama, 
was an early champion, pushing back publicly against 
banks that attempted to shut off access to certain 
applications. In 2016, Cordray reacted strongly to “reports 
that some financial institutions are looking for ways to 
limit, or even shut off, access to financial data rather 
than exploring ways to make sure that such access, once 
granted, is safe and secure.” He added: “Let me state the 
matter as clearly as I can here: We believe consumers 
should be able to access this information and give their 
permission for third-party companies to access this 
information as well.”[6]

 In July 2018, the Treasury Department under President 
Donald Trump similarly embraced consumer account 
access. In a white paper on innovation in nonbank 
financial services, Treasury stated that applications built 
on account connectivity “have exponentially improved 
a consumer’s ability to make financial decisions” and 
called for “sustained commitment to the principle that 
consumers should be able to freely access and use their 
financial account and transaction data.”[7]

Despite this bipartisan political consensus, the United 
States has not advanced a comprehensive policy 
framework governing financial account connectivity, 
much less a framework for nonfinancial data. Regulators 
have articulated principles but have generally looked to 
the industry to develop solutions for the technical and 
legal issues that are inhibiting wider adoption.

In other jurisdictions, governments and regulatory 
authorities are taking a more proactive (and often 
prescriptive) approach, mandating that financial 
institutions provide third parties with a means to access 
account information and, in many cases, initiate payments. 
The European Union (EU) and United Kingdom (UK) have 
led the way, being the first to establish a mandate that 
banks make customer account information available to 
approved third-party providers acting at the direction of 
the consumer. The EU and UK also require that banks build 
and maintain APIs that meet certain basic specifications.

All banks in the UK are required to provide registered 
third-party providers (TPPs), acting at the direction of a 
customer, with access to account information. Initially, 
the mandate was limited to the nine largest UK banks and 
to current (i.e., checking) accounts. Over time, all banks 
have come under the mandate, and it has been extended 
to include certain other account types.

The UK is now moving beyond “open banking” to “open 
finance,” with ambitions to expand consumer data rights 
beyond financial services.

Australia has already moved beyond financial services, 
legislating consumer data rights across financial data, 
telecom data, and energy utility data. In January 2020, the 
Australian Treasury released an initial list of data sets to 
be made available under the utility consumer data right, 
with the goal of “provid[ing] consumers with details on 
their… electricity connections (including solar generation 
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or battery storage), energy consumption, charging and 
billing history, and available products.”[8]

In total, at least 20 countries plus the EU have 
implemented or are in the process of implementing 
some form of account access framework.[9] Many 
countries view the development of account access as 
a matter of competitiveness. One of the Hong Kong 
Monetary Authority’s express policy objectives in 
releasing its Open API Framework was to “keep up with 
international developments in the delivery of banking 
services.”[10] For a summary of many of these frameworks, 
please see Appendix A.

Common Objective: Consumer Control
Each jurisdiction mentioned above (and in Appendix A) 
has its own policy objectives for adopting a framework 
for consumer-permissioned data sharing. However, there 
are common principles underlying the policy frameworks 
in each of those countries, including the United States, 
and a common touchstone: empowering consumers by 
giving them control over their information.[11]

Fundamentally, consumer control amounts to the ability of 
a consumer to use their data in ways that empower them 
and advance their interests. Consent is the foundation for 
putting consumers in control. But to provide a meaningful 
amount of control, that consent must be informed and 
supported by additional protections that do not put 
the burden entirely on the consumer to understand the 
details about how their information is shared and whether 
it is adequately protected.

Control also denotes more than mere access to data 
— it suggests the ability to act on that data. It also 
suggests more than most legal privacy regimes would 
require. Privacy generally refers to the right to know 
what is happening with one’s data (see below). Control 
means more: it means the consumer gets to decide 
what happens with their data. Finally, when dealing with 
sensitive information, effective control means ensuring 
appropriate security.

CAN CONSUMERS HANDLE CONTROL?

If consumers are to be granted significant 
autonomy over who has access to their account 
information, it is reasonable to ask how well 
those consumers might exercise autonomy. 
Studies show that consumers are willing to 
share their most sensitive data in exchange for 
certain kinds of benefits, in particular rewards 
(80% willing to share), cash back (79% willing to 
share), or other tangible forms of value. They are 
even willing to share data unrelated to providing 
the service.[12] However, they are far less likely to 
share data in exchange for a better experience 
or “insights,” and all else being equal are more 
likely to share data with brands they trust.[13]

These surveys suggest consumers are relatively 
savvy when it comes to sharing their data, 
at least when they have a clear picture of 
who they are sharing data with and what 
they are receiving in return. This image of 
savvy consumers carefully considering their 
choices contrasts sharply with the assumption 
that, in the age of big data, privacy is dead. 
Data breaches at companies like Equifax, 
Marriott, Target, and others, not to mention 
the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica scandal, 
may have contributed to heightened attention 
toward privacy. Whatever the cause, the surveys 
suggest that consumers are not blindly sharing 
data without regard for their own privacy, nor 
are they paralyzed by privacy concerns.

Nonetheless, consumers are not satisfied overall 
with companies’ current data practices. Where 
is the disconnect? Ultimately, what consumers 
want, and feel is often missing, is a sense of 
control over how their data is used.[14]
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Core Principles and Arcadia Practices
The objective of consumer control is underpinned by 
three core principles:

1. Consumer access: Consumers should have 
the right to access (and grant permission to 
third parties to access) data about them and 
their activity.

2. Data privacy: Such access should be 
predicated on informed consent, and use of 
data should follow relevant privacy-related 
standards, including data minimization and 
limitations on the uses of data.

3. Data security: Access methods and data 
recipients should meet appropriate standards 
for data security. 

The grand bargain represented by the principles 
underlying effective consumer control over financial 
account data is as follows: Consumers may access — and 
grant to third parties the right to access — information 
about them held by financial institutions, provided 
that consumers have granted informed consent, only 
necessary data is accessed, data is only used for the 
purpose agreed by the consumer, and data access, use, 
transmission, and storage observe industry security 
standards. Together, the principles of access, privacy, 
and security empower consumers by providing them with 
effective control over data about them and their activity 
while protecting their interests in privacy and security.

Arcadia’s practices are consistent with these core 
principles. Below we summarize the principles of access, 
privacy, and security, and describe how Arcadia puts 
those principles into action.

Account access
Embedded within the principle of access are two 
questions: Who can access data? And what data can 
be accessed?

Section 1033 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act requires financial institutions 
to “make available to a consumer, upon request, 
information in the control or possession of the covered 
person concerning the consumer financial product or 
service that the consumer obtained from such covered 

person.”[15] One may read this as limiting access to the 
consumer. However, this provision was motivated in large 
part by the concept of “portability” and the power of 
data portability to put the consumer in control. The most 
widely known example of portability is mobile phone 
subscribers’ ability to keep their phone numbers when 
moving to another carrier.

Empowering consumers and enabling them to benefit 
from access to their account data requires that they have 
the ability to grant to third parties the right to access 
information on their behalf. What good does an Excel 
spreadsheet or some other electronic file do in the hands 
of a consumer (to say nothing of whether that would be 
secure)? The CFPB recognized that the power of account 
access lies in the ability of third parties to use that data 
for the benefit of consumers, and made access for trusted 
third parties a key principle.[16]

Similar to Section 1033 of Dodd-Frank, the Green Button 
initiative was initially intended to facilitate portability of 
utility account information. However, as discussed above, 
Green Button was originally designed for consumers to 
access data directly by periodically downloading a file 
containing their information. In practice, that version of 
Green Button data has proven impractical as a means of 
supporting useful third-party services, leading companies 
such as Arcadia to develop additional technological 
means of accessing information. Improvements to Green 
Button processes, most notably creating a standard for 
customers to share their data directly with third parties 
without downloading the data first, have not overcome the 
other practical barriers standing in the way of widespread 
adoption. Users have found Green Button data to be 
error-prone, presented in a format that is challenging for 
machines to read, and incomplete for users’ needs (the 
Green Button data feed does not necessarily include all 
utility bill information). In addition, an undefined customer 
experience leads to inconsistent user journeys across 
utilities.[17] Each of these is a large barrier to adoption. 
Combined, they make Green Button unworkable for a 
nationwide company offering multiple services.

As for what kinds of data should be within the scope of 
any access rights, the general presumption is that any 
data available to consumers in the ordinary course of 
managing their accounts should be made available, with 
their permission, to third parties.
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However, that does not mean unlimited or “unfettered” 
access, as some have advocated. As discussed further 
below, the consensus among financial policymakers is 
that access must be based on informed consent and 
other privacy protections and should follow industry 
security standards appropriate to the sensitivity of the 
data. In addition, access does not necessarily mean the 
ability to collect login credentials.[18]

If there are reliable alternative means of accessing data 
that otherwise achieve the objective of consumer control, 
they should be deployed. However, unless and until 
alternatives such as APIs are broadly available, provide 
the same level of access and control, and are proven to 
be reliable, consumers should be able to grant access 
to third parties using login credentials. Otherwise, 
consumers’ ability to access data would, for all practical 
purposes, be meaningless. Indeed, Europe and the UK 
have premised their policy frameworks on eliminating 
credential sharing, but have repeatedly extended the 
deadlines for phasing out credential-sharing due to delays 
on the part of banks in developing reliable APIs. Even the 
largest banks in the UK have struggled to achieve uptime 
standards approaching the levels required to transition 
away from credential-based access.[19]

Data privacy
Privacy can mean many things to many people, but in the 
context of third-party account access it means that the 
consumer has the ability to know who has access to their 
data, know what their data is being used for, and request 
that third parties stop accessing their data.

Privacy regimes generally do not require affirmative 
consent to use personal information. However, many 
privacy scandals arise from the use of personal data 
without consent, such as the revelation that Cambridge 
Analytica used millions of Facebook users’ profile 
information without their consent for political advertising.

The account-access methods historically used in financial 
services, and Arcadia’s own practices, are both inherently 
consent-based. Consumers must first proactively sign 
up for third-party services such as Arcadia’s, and as 
part of that signup provide express consent to access 
the customer’s account and information. Then, in the 
case of Arcadia, the customer must provide their utility 
account credentials. These affirmative acts leave little 
or no ambiguity about the fact that Arcadia is accessing 

account information, and the purpose for which it is 
being shared.

This distinguishes most forms of consumer-permissioned 
account access from data-collection practices that raise 
more significant privacy concerns, such as the practices 
of “data brokers,”  who collect information on consumers 
without their knowledge and sell it to ad marketers and 
others. Both are conventionally referred to as “screen 
scraping” because in both cases certain methods are 
employed to translate HTML text on a webpage into 
usable data. But the particular method of collecting and 
rendering data is not central to concerns about either 
security or privacy. The concern with many forms of 
“screen scraping” is that data is being accessed and 
compiled without any knowledge on the part of the 
person whose data is being gathered and mined, and 
thus they have no ability to seek corrections of inaccurate 
data or request that parties stop collecting data.

Data sharing can be opaque to the consumer when data 
is collected as a byproduct of a service the consumer 
is otherwise using, as is the case with social media 
platforms, for example. Consumers may, by clicking 
“Agree,” technically consent to provide data in exchange 
for accessing the service, but it is hard to characterize 
that consent as informed. Linking to a consumer’s utility 
account is core to Arcadia’s ability to deliver its services, 
and the “exchange” of access to information for value-
added services is quite explicit: consumers cannot 
simply click “Agree” and sign up for Arcadia’s services; 
in addition to providing express consent, they must 
input their utility login credentials. The survey analysis 
of consumer preferences described above suggests 
consumers are willing to share information to obtain 
access to value-added services, and do discriminate 
among different offerings — i.e., exercise meaningful 
control — when they are presented with clear information 
about the tradeoffs.

As practiced in financial services, data sharing can be 
more complex and opaque, and there are reasonable 
questions about whether consent is always informed 
consent. For example, third parties who use access 
to financial account data rely on middlemen — the 
aggregators introduced above — to connect to accounts 
and transmit the data. The role of aggregators is 
not always made clear to consumers, though some 
aggregators require that the customer journey make that 
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role explicit. For platform operators such as Arcadia, 
which has a direct relationship with the consumer and 
manages its own connectivity and data transmission, this 
confusion does not arise. Arcadia customers know who 
is accessing their data, understand the services Arcadia 
is providing, and can request that Arcadia stop accessing 
their utility account information.

Not all privacy regimes require affirmative consent to 
access personal information. In fact, most do not. The 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act requires that consumers be 
notified about who can access their data and the (rare) 
circumstances in which they can stop their data from 
being shared.[20] The entire credit reporting industry has 
been built around involuntary reporting of consumer 
credit behavior. Laws such as the Fair Credit Reporting 
Act provide certain backstop privacy protections 
in the absence of affirmative consent, and some of 
these protections are being incorporated into account 
access frameworks, in addition to the requirement to 
obtain affirmative consent. Most importantly, users 
of credit reports are required to have a “permissible 
purpose,” such as underwriting a consumer for credit 
or insurance.[21] (Notably, acting at the request of the 
consumer is itself considered a permissible purpose.)

This protection is reflected in the principle that third 
parties should only use account information to support 
the service requested by the consumer.[22] Any further 
use of data should require additional affirmative 
consent, with clear disclosure. Use of anonymized and/
or aggregated data to improve the company’s products 
could be disclosed in terms and conditions, but is often 
consistent with consumer expectations. Sharing data — 
even anonymized or aggregated data — with third parties 
is not, and should be expressly agreed to separately.
[23] A related principle that supports data privacy is data 
minimization — that is, third parties should only collect 
the data necessary to support the service chosen by the 
consumer.[24]

State privacy laws continue to evolve and may over time 
raise the level of protections for consumer data. But for 
the time being, Arcadia’s consent-based model positions 
it well relative to emerging standards. For example, 
the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) requires 
businesses to provide disclosures about the kinds of 
information they collect and allows consumers to opt out 
of certain kinds of data sharing, but does not go so far as 

to require affirmative consent.[25] Arcadia is committed to 
full compliance with the CCPA, to the extent it is required. 
CCPA is the most rigorous generally applicable privacy 
standard in the United States.

Data security
Financial account information is considered among the 
most sensitive personal information and is one of the 
few types of information already subject to regulatory 
protection in the United States. One of the policy 
concerns regarding third- and fourth-party[26] access to 
financial account data has been the absence of direct 
oversight with respect to the third and fourth parties’ 
data-security practices compared to regulated financial 
institutions. Banks and nonbanks that handle sensitive 
customer data are both subject to the broad obligations 
under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act to implement 
“administrative, technical, and physical safeguards” to 
protect customer information.[27] However, only banks are 
subject to more detailed guidance promulgated by bank 
regulators,[28] and only banks and their material third-party 
service providers are subject to direct supervision — 
including on-site examination. In all cases, the standards 
are flexible, and guidance provides that protections 
should be “appropriate to the company’s size and 
complexity, the nature and scope of its activities, and the 
sensitivity of the customer information it handles.”[29]

While utility account data is generally not subject to the 
same level of regulatory protection as financial account 
data, Arcadia’s practices nonetheless are consistent with 
emerging best practices for handling financial account 
information and credentials. For example, Arcadia has 
developed a set of data-security practices that mirror 
rigorous practices to secure credentials similar to 
protections financial account aggregators use to protect 
login credentials. This involves 256-bit encryption of all 
information at rest and “sharding” of data across multiple 
databases to require multiple successful breaches to 
access complete credentials for any consumer.

Arcadia hosts and manages all of its data on Amazon 
Web Services (AWS). Amazon meets the highest industry 
standards for security, encryption, and continuity. 
AWS has become a go-to source of data storage and 
computing capacity for financial institutions, financial 
regulators, and other government agencies, including 
defense and intelligence agencies.[30] Arcadia itself is 
undergoing preparations for obtaining a SOC 2, Type 
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2 certification, which measures the effectiveness of a 
company’s controls. SOC 2, Type 2 certifications are 
generally considered the highest standard for data 
security in sensitive industries like financial services.

Arcadia uses Stripe to manage utility payments on 
behalf of its customers who pay with credit cards. Stripe 
meets the highest standards applicable to payment card 
information, the PCI-DSS standards.

Nonetheless, a leak of customer credentials remains a 
theoretical risk, so it is worth comparing the potential 
harm that might arise from such a leak to the risks 
associated with bank account credentials. By far 
the largest risk associated with current practices for 
consumer-permissioned data sharing in financial services 
is the risk that account credentials are compromised, 
allowing unauthorized parties to access the account 
and conduct transactions. Federal regulation protects 
financial institutions from liability for unauthorized 
transactions where a customer provides a third party with 
an “access device.”[31] It is unclear who would be liable 
in the case of a breach involving data shared through an 
aggregator, and banks argue that customers would look 
to them first.

The risks associated with linking a utility account are quite 
different: The most damaging action that can be taken 
within an online utility account environment would be to 
terminate service from those utilities that permit service 
to be terminated online. Arcadia facilitates payment of its 
members’ utility bills, but does not itself maintain access 
to members’ financial account information or payment 
account credentials. This is not to diminish the risks or 
the sensitivity of utility information, but it helps illustrate 
the relative risks with utility data as compared to financial 
account access.

Putting the consumer first
The principles discussed above can be distilled into a 
broader principle of putting the consumer first.[32] To 
summarize, putting the consumer first means requiring 
that consumers affirmatively opt in to data sharing, but 
it acknowledges the limitations on the effectiveness of 
disclosure regarding complex processes such as account 
linking. In addition to clear and conspicuous disclosure 
of who is seeking access to data and for what purpose, 
affirmative safeguards would provide the consumer 
with meaningful control without making consumers 
responsible for understanding the technical details of 
how account linking works. This would include several 
of the principles and best practices discussed above, 
such as limiting the use of data to uses consistent with 
the “reasonable expectations” of the consumer, taking 
reasonable steps to secure information and promptly 
notify the customer if data is compromised or stolen, 
and allowing consumers to easily rescind permission to 
collect and use account information.

To be clear, this is not the current legal standard in the 
United States or any other jurisdiction, but does reflect the 
principles and best practices outlined in this white paper.

In the United States, the CFPB, the agency primarily 
responsible for issues related to account access, 
developed a more detailed set of principles for 
“consumer-authorized access and use of consumer 
financial account data” (see Appendix B). The principles 
are non-binding, but nonetheless point the way toward 
a framework that would protect the security and privacy 
of consumer data while enabling consumers to assume 
more control over access to their data and benefit from 
third-party applications that leverage their account data.

Arcadia would welcome the development of similar 
principles, tailored to utility account information. Even 
voluntary, industry-developed standards could provide 
utilities and their consumers with some assurance 
regarding the security and privacy practices of third 
parties seeking access to utility account information.
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Data innovation in the utility sector
Arcadia and others have built on these financial data-
sharing concepts and tailored them for use in the utility 
space because that is the most viable way to facilitate 
services such as Arcadia’s that provide consumers 
with useful tools to manage their energy consumption 
and payments.

The most prominent account-access effort in the utility 
sector is called Green Button. Launched in January 
2012 in response to a White House call to action, the 
Green Button data standard was developed by a public-
private partnership facilitated by the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST). The Green Button 
standard was intended to make utility data portable — i.e., 
provide a simple way for customers to directly access 
their utility usage information. Several utilities adopted 
the Green Button standard, and many make certain data 
available through this method today.

To date, these solutions have not delivered on their 
promise; most utilities still do not provide Green 
Button connections, the data that is available is limited, 
and all but a few utilities only make data available in 
downloadable files, which the customer must then 
upload for use with a third-party application. While 
consumers may be able to view information provided via 
Green Button, they are not practically empowered to do 
anything with the information. Thus, even where utilities 
make Green Button data available, it is often impractical 
or impossible to use for most applications.

As mentioned above, other jurisdictions such as Australia 
are beginning to mandate access to utility account 
information, prescribing technical standards for how 
information can be shared and specific data fields that 
must be included. The development of market-led financial 
account aggregation solutions in the United States serves 
as an alternative to prescriptive regulation and would 
reduce the need for utilities to develop new technological 
capabilities. Arcadia seeks to be a leader in developing 
secure channels for utility account access, and believes 
the best results will be achieved by collaboration between 
technology firms and energy utilities.

New account access capabilities will support broader 
innovation in the energy sector.  Importantly, many 
new energy services, including energy efficiency and 
distributed energy resources, will be provided by non-

utility third parties that would benefit from billing and 
usage data to help determine how best to serve customers. 
Just like in the financial sector, account access will unleash 
innovations in energy that we can’t foresee today. While 
energy efficiency advice is a real-life use case that exists 
today, its analogue in the financial sector is something 
like advice on portfolio allocation. Going forward, the 
energy sector should imagine what in the energy space 
might be as revolutionary as qualifying for a mortgage in 
seconds via a single app, automatically making non-profit 
donations optimized around someone’s financial and 
social preferences, or instantly and seamlessly allocating 
one’s salary into multiple accounts to pay bills, save for 
vacations, and invest retirement savings. The future 
for energy will be clean energy matched perfectly to a 
customer’s hourly usage, a single platform for electric 
vehicle charging payments, comprehensive analysis and 
optimization of a customer’s rates, and many more services 
all powered by consumer-centric apps.

Opportunity: Working Together to 
Use Technology to Better Serve 
Utility Customers
Without an expansion of consumer-permissioned data 
access, utility customers will not realize the benefits that 
flow from data portability and consumer control. These 
benefits may be especially large in an industry that is 
inherently geographically constrained — consumers 
generally cannot bring their utility account with them 
when they move but may benefit greatly from the ability 
to bring their account information with them.

Financial institutions in the United States increasingly 
see an opportunity to better serve customers by 
providing more seamless ways to connect their accounts 
to other products and services they want to use. A 
trade association representing the largest banks has 
joined forces with a spinoff from Fidelity to form an 
industry utility to develop and manage account access 
APIs, creating a platform for what it now refers to as 
“connected banking.”[33]

The practical reality is that by the time a customer is 
requesting to link their account to a third-party service, 
such as Venmo or PayPal (or Arcadia), that customer 
has already decided they want access to that service. 
So denying access, or imposing unnecessary obstacles 
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to access, creates a poor customer experience. Even 
financial institutions who see a competitive threat in third-
party services facilitated by account connectivity will 
have to consider these tradeoffs.[34]

In several other jurisdictions, the efforts to facilitate 
consumer-permissioned financial account access were 
in fact initiated, or at least supported, by incumbent 
financial institutions. The Hong Kong Monetary Authority’s 
Framework notes that “[f]eedback from the banking 
industry indicates that it is desirable to implement Open 
APIs to provide better services to satisfy the demands 
of its customers.”[35] In Singapore, the regulator has 
been so confident banks would view open banking as in 
their own interest that they declined to issue a mandate 
to share data.[36] Relying instead on facilitation and 
guidance, Singapore has nonetheless moved more 
quickly toward broad implementation of API-based 
data sharing. And in Mexico, many local banks were 
already developing their own APIs, so the legislation was 
designed to provide consistency on standards and an 
implementation timeline.

There is also broad recognition in financial services 
that linking accounts by using login credentials, while 
still necessary in the absence of workable and scalable 
alternatives, should be phased out. Indeed, virtually every 
jurisdiction that has introduced a data-sharing framework 
has included as part of that framework a requirement to 
develop secure APIs for data consumption, often going so 
far as to set standards for those APIs.

However, as discussed above, ending credential sharing 
requires an alternative means of authentication, or access 
would cease. Because those alternative authentication 
protocols can be difficult to build, officials in Europe, the 
UK, and Australia have chosen to slow the move away 
from credential sharing rather than shut off access to 
account information.

Technology challenges have slowed progress in the US as 
well, but some large banks are now bringing APIs online 
and plan to use tokenized credentials for authentication. 
Many of the obstacles that have prevented a faster 
transition to direct feeds in the US either do not exist 
or are more easily addressed in the utility space. These 
include allocating liability for unauthorized transactions, 
disagreements about which data elements to make 
available via APIs, and disagreement on the roles and 
responsibilities for downstream data usage. The difficulty 

in arriving at industry-wide solutions is also made 
exponentially more complex in the United States by 
the sheer number of financial institutions (nearly 5,000 
banks, roughly the same number of credit unions, and 
thousands of broker-deals).

As discussed above, Australia has already legislated a 
broad consumer data right across financial, telecom, 
and energy utility data. In January 2020, the Australian 
Treasury released an initial list of data sets to be made 
available under the consumer data right. These include:

• Meter identification data (including information 
about meter type, location, and network tariffs)

• Electricity usage data

• Customer-provided data (e.g., name, entity type, 
and contact details)

• Billing data, including records of bills issued 
and payment received, payment arrangements, 
hardship and concessional arrangements

• Generic tariff data (all tariff data not relating to an 
identifiable person)

• Tailored tariff data (product data relating to an 
identifiable person)[37]

Arcadia seeks to be a leader in developing secure 
channels for utility account access, and believes the 
best results will be achieved by collaboration between 
technology firms and energy utilities. Arcadia has already 
collaborated with one major utility to facilitate the utility 
customers’ continued access to the Arcadia platform 
while enhancing customer authentication. In this case, 
the utility created a portal for customers to grant Arcadia 
direct access to their utility account page, without 
Arcadia using the customer’s credentials.

Together, Arcadia and utilities can play a leadership role 
in building secure connections to allow utility customers 
to access innovative services, and utilities can satisfy 
their customers’ desire to support renewable energy 
sources. Arcadia is excited to work with every utility to 
build account access tools that have three key elements: 
a simple process for customers to share their account; 
a complete and reliable data set including everything 
on the customer’s bill; and the ability for Arcadia to take 
actions on the customer’s behalf.
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European Union. The EU was largely responsible for 
initiating the push toward third-party account access, 
adopting the second payment services directive (PSD2) 
in 2015. PSD2 was the first legal mandate for banks to 
provide account access to third parties. As the name 
implies, the initial focus was on facilitating the ability of 
parties other than banks and payment networks to initiate 
payments. PSD2 also required access for parties seeking 
to access account data but not initiate payments.

United Kingdom. The UK’s “Open Banking” framework, 
its implementation of PSD2, requires banks to implement 
APIs meeting specifications developed by a public-
private organization formed to facilitate implementation 
of open banking. That group, the Open Banking 
Implementation Entity, also determines which third 
parties may access data. The UK mandate was initially 
limited to the nine largest banks but is rapidly expanding 
to include other banks. It is still limited to bank account 
information, but the UK is now actively developing a 
broader “open finance” framework that would include all 
types of financial accounts. UK regulators have relied on 
their mandate to facilitate innovation and competition in 
UK financial markets.  

Canada. Finance Canada appears committed to enacting 
a “consumer-directed finance” agenda, and is in the 
midst of consultations on a number of implementation 
issues. Those consultations are delayed by the 
pandemic, but remain a priority for policymakers and a 
broad range of stakeholders. Implementation is expected 
some time next year.

Hong Kong. The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) 
issued its “Open API Framework” in 2018.[38] The HKMA 
phased in requirements according to function, beginning 
with “read-only” product and service information and 
progressing to customer acquisition, transaction and 
balance information, and finally to transaction initiation. 
The HKMA also proposed high-level guidance for API 
standards and technical specifications. While leaving 
room for flexibility in implementation, HKMA strongly 
encouraged adoption of APIs and development of 
interoperable technical standards.

Appendix A: Financial Services Account Access Around the World
As of July 15, 2020, the following countries have enacted, or appear to be on the path toward enacting, laws or 
regulations governing financial account access.

Japan. The approach in Japan has been marked by 
collaboration between the government and industry 
rather than by compulsion. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe 
has set a target for 80 banks to publish open APIs and 
contract with at least one third-party provider by 2020. 
The initial focus has been on the payments sector. The 
focus now is aligning to more advanced API standards, 
and establishing a customer data right.

South Korea. Open banking launched as a pilot project 
with 10 regional banks in October 2019. Regulators and 
consumer groups alike considered the two-month trial 
a success, with 5.5 million accounts registered (out 
of a total population of 51 million). More banks were 
added to the program in follow-up. Regulators are now 
contemplating expanding the scope to include securities 
companies, savings banks, postal services, and certain 
mutual financial institutions.

Singapore. The Monetary Authority of Singapore has 
facilitated open banking by providing API guidelines and 
a framework, and operating the Financial Industry API 
Register, which tracks APIs as they are launched.[39]

Brazil. The Brazilian central bank has laid out a plan 
largely based on the UK’s implementation of Open 
Banking. A public consultation was completed earlier 
this year, and, while implementation may be delayed 
due to the pandemic response, Brazil is well on its 
way to establishing a clear mandate for large financial 
institutions to share data.

Mexico. A part of Mexico’s sweeping FinTech law, passed 
in 2018, required financial institutions to provide open APIs 
to third-party providers within three years (two years to 
agree on standards and another year to implement them). 
Mexico is unique in applying the obligation to all financial 
institutions from the start, not just banks or large banks.

In addition to the countries highlighted above, regulatory 
and technical steps are being taken to facilitate account 
access in Bahrain, Chile, Colombia, Peru, India, Israel, 
Malaysia,[40] New Zealand, Russia, Thailand, and the UAE, 
among other countries.[41]
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1. Access 
Consumers are able, upon request, to obtain 
information about their ownership or use of a 
financial product or service from their product or 
service provider. Such information is made available 
in a timely manner. Consumers are generally able 
to authorize trusted third parties to obtain such 
information from account providers to use on behalf 
of consumers, for consumer benefit, and in a safe 
manner. Financial account agreements and terms 
support safe, consumer-authorized access, promote 
consumer interests, and do not seek to deter 
consumers from accessing or granting access to 
their account information. Access does not require 
consumers to share their account credentials with 
third parties.

2. Data Scope and Usability 
Financial data subject to consumer and consumer-
authorized access may include any transaction, 
series of transactions, or other aspect of consumer 
usage; the terms of any account, such as a fee 
schedule; realized consumer costs, such as fees 
or interest paid; and realized consumer benefits, 
such as interest earned or rewards. Information is 
made available in forms that are readily usable by 
consumers and consumer-authorized third parties. 
Third parties with authorized access only access 
the data necessary to provide the product(s) or 
service(s) selected by the consumer and only 
maintain such data as long as necessary.

3. Control and Informed Consent 
Consumers can enhance their financial lives when 
they control information regarding their accounts or 

Appendix B: CFPB Principles for Consumer-Authorized Financial Data Sharing 
and Aggregation
Consumer-authorized access and use of consumer financial account data may enable the development of innovative and 
improved financial products and services, increase competition in financial markets, and empower consumers to take 
greater control of their financial lives. To accomplish these objectives, however, such access and use must be designed 
and implemented to serve and protect consumers. The Bureau intends for the following Consumer Protection Principles to 
help safeguard consumer interests as the consumer-authorized aggregation services market develops. The Principles are 
intended to be read together. They are not intended to alter, interpret, or otherwise provide guidance on — although they 
may accord with — existing statutes and regulations that apply in this market.

use of financial services. Authorized terms of access, 
storage, use, and disposal are fully and effectively 
disclosed to the consumer, understood by the 
consumer, not overly broad, and consistent with the 
consumer’s reasonable expectations in light of the 
product(s) or service(s) selected by the consumer. 
Terms of data access include access frequency, data 
scope, and retention period. Consumers are not 
coerced into granting third-party access. Consumers 
understand data sharing revocation terms and can 
readily and simply revoke authorizations to access, 
use, or store data. Revocations are implemented by 
providers in a timely and effective manner, and, at the 
discretion of the consumer, provide for third parties 
to delete personally identifiable information.

4. Authorizing Payments 
Authorized data access, in and of itself, is not 
payment authorization. Product or service providers 
that access information and initiate payments obtain 
separate and distinct consumer authorizations for 
these separate activities. Providers that access 
information and initiate payments may reasonably 
require consumers to supply both forms of 
authorization to obtain services.

5. Security 
Consumer data is accessed, stored, used, and 
distributed securely. Consumer data is maintained 
in a manner and in formats that deter and protect 
against security breaches and prevent harm to 
consumers. Access credentials are similarly secured. 
All parties that access, store, transmit, or dispose of 
data use strong protections and effective processes 
to mitigate the risks of, detect, promptly respond to, 
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and resolve and remedy data breaches, transmission 
errors, unauthorized access, and fraud, and transmit 
data only to third parties that also have such 
protections and processes. Security practices adapt 
effectively to new threats.

6. Access Transparency 
Consumers are informed of, or can readily ascertain, 
which third parties that they have authorized are 
accessing or using information regarding the 
consumers’ accounts or other consumer use of 
financial services. The identity and security of each 
such party, the data they access, their use of such 
data, and the frequency at which they access the 
data is reasonably ascertainable to the consumer 
throughout the period that the data is accessed, 
used, or stored.

7. Accuracy 
Consumers can expect the data they access or 
authorize others to access or use to be accurate 
and current. Consumers have reasonable means to 
dispute and resolve data inaccuracies, regardless of 
how or where inaccuracies arise.

8. Ability to Dispute and Resolve Unauthorized Access 
Consumers have reasonable and practical means 
to dispute and resolve instances of unauthorized 
access and data sharing, unauthorized payments 
conducted in connection with or as a result of either 
authorized or unauthorized data-sharing access, and 
failures to comply with other obligations, including 
the terms of consumer authorizations. Consumers 
are not required to identify the party or parties who 
gained or enabled unauthorized access to receive 
appropriate remediation. Parties responsible for 
unauthorized access are held accountable for the 
consequences of such access.

9. Efficient and Effective Accountability Mechanisms 
The goals and incentives of parties that grant access 
to, access, use, store, redistribute, and dispose 
of consumer data align to enable safe consumer 
access and deter misuse. Commercial participants 
are accountable for the risks, harms, and costs they 
introduce to consumers. Commercial participants 
are likewise incentivized and empowered effectively 
to prevent, detect, and resolve unauthorized 
access and data sharing, unauthorized payments 
conducted in connection with or as a result of either 
authorized or unauthorized data-sharing access, 
data inaccuracies, insecurity of data, and failures to 
comply with other obligations, including the terms 
of consumer authorizations.
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